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A COLOR MM; SIMULATIO!J
OF A GAS-WATER RESERVOIR----- ----- ----- -------- ., ----- ----- ----- ----- -
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Los Almmos Scientific Laboratory

Ellis A. Mmnash
ltmited States Geological Survey

bstrnct . This paper presents the methodology for simulating hydrocar~n production from. a. g?>:——
water reservoir usirig the GASP IV Simulation Language. A novel feature of this simulation
●pplication is the development of a 16 mm color CNXIC for presentation of the results. This
rnvie prmvides an effective ❑echanism far describing the behavior of the gas-water reservoir
-el under various operating conditions. -
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lhis paper presents the methodology md the results of simulating the production of hydro-

i-’”

s from a gas-water reserwir. A novel feature of this simulation application is the

,#evelopemt of a 16 am color movie that illustrates the dynamics of the reservoir through time.
I
ITlte titfrodology consists of three main components: modei development, model solutions, and
I

/’-rntation of results. In section 2. a description is given of the ordinary differential

qmar.ions that tmxlel the gas-water reservoir. he assumptions underlying the model are dis-
1
kstss:d. In :c. timn 3. the use of the “continuous-time” capability of the GASP IV simulation

I

Iamguage for numerically solving these equations is described. The user-= itten portions of the

#OZW$tCr program and the resulting simulation runs are discussed. vnr c-mparing reservoir state

r

●ble behavior with production strategy and performance, the output available from the simu-

lation runs is unsatisfactory. In section 4, the development of a color computer-generated

ie for presenting the results is described. The movie can be used to analyze the behavior

r

f several system and performance variables simultaneously. Moreover, the movie provides a use-

ful tool in cnmparing the results of several simulation inns.

Althcmgh the content of this paper is oriented toward a particular simulation application,

the three-component methodology is typical of a bread class of applications. Model development

[

is the ●ssen. ial first step in most simulation applications. The selection of .MP IV to solra
1

hm equatinns is based on its suitability in handling diverse simulation problems. Developing

● movie to present the results is a novel aspect, of this application. The movie is a valuable

instrument in the analysis of this gas-water reservoir model. As graphical software and

I

I
I —- .- —
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Brlpher=ls prolifcrace, the use of movies co pre~rnt the results from simulation applications I

111 become ❑oro cosmon.

*

ll? RFSERVOIR !P3nEL
I

The gas-water reservoir can be ●nvisioned ●s ●n underground permeable region that contains

ydrmcarbons in ● gasemus state with no condensate present. This gas-occupied region msy be

nvalo~d by. ~aqu.ifcr. _Thc .pressuxe Ln the reservoir and any.waterdrivo -from -the aquifer

Drce the gas to the surface through production wells. The rate of gas withdrawal from s partic

Imr well lncreun~ uith pressure .according co. ● -functimn her= taker-as pressare squared
I

Reierence 1). As the gas is withdrahn, the pressure in the reservoir declines, ms,d tllc water

ra the aquifer may invade the vacated region. Although the water influx cmn benefit ga~ pro-

uctlors by supplying energy to “push” the gas through the wells, the water can trap smme of the

M h pockets, which prevents its recovery. The production process ceases when one of the

------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ---
Dllowlng cutoff conditions is attained:

I

1. The volme of gas in the reservoir decl, ines to some lw vmlua, here taken

u tOn p6r cmnt or the itriti~] VOIUMG. I

2. The reservoir p:cssure declines CO smne low value, here taken ●s 100 psia

(fmmds per sqture inch).

.?. The prduction rate declines to some law, premcmably uneconomic, value,

here taken as ten per cent of the initi’al production race.

f me of these conditions is attained, then the reservoir 1s effectively depleted and the gas

roduccion immediately ceases. The extent of the depletion is ❑ensured by the ulcimste recovery

rsction-. total gas produced divided by the initial gas in place.
1

The mathematics of the reservoir model Involves ● set of ordinary differential rquations

titroflctt the reservoir dynamics. These equptions and their underlying ass! ~tions will now

s examined. pecif cal ly, we ❑ake the following assumptions [Reference 1):

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Gas is in thermod~amic quillbrium at any time, i.e. , the state variables

●re homogeneous throughout tho reservoir.

The gas is ideal. I

I
The volumetric water flow rnte is proportional co the pressure gradient

between the aquifer

Schilthuls model.

The volumetric ra

of water is consta

Gas is ●ntrapped at

ment, has no effect

nnd the reservoir; that is, the flow rate follows the

I

F gas entrapped b) the invading water to the volume

I

I
the current prc~sure in theroservolr and. after entrap-

on the reservoir. 1

Therm is no enhanced recovery.
I

I

There is no water production. t

-------------
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9. Production ceases whenever the pressure falls below a ❑inimum value, the volume

reaches a minimum value or the rate decreases to a minimum. whicl, .ver occurs first.

10. The ralc of gas withdrawal is pressure-squared dependent.

Usink these ●ssumptions and the ❑aterial balance relations, Monash (Reference 2) obtained

following reservoir system equations: ~

---------------dV-----------------------------
air- -c(l*gl(Po-P)

I

dP
, C(PO-P)P

------ ------ -- ~.,.=-..~ - -- - -- - - - - - - - ---- (1)
I

“+ I

I
lam

I

C ● Schllthuis water drive constant in ft3/yr/psia

.-&---~alf lc~a~gen~.fa!!-or~ Yhlc.ki~dimen{tidess --------------------------

N ● instantaneous amount of gas in the reservoir in roles

P = instantaneous reservoir pressure in piia
#

P. ● initial reservoir pressure in psia
I

r = rate of gas production in nc.ledyr 1

R - universal gas constant in ft3-psia / lb-mOle”” K

I

e=timeinfl
I

@c . cutoff time in yr 1

T ■ reservoir temper nt, ]re in “K t

V ■ instantaneous volume of resenoir in its

V. ■ initial reservoir volume in ft3. ,

I
le ultimate recovery fraction u is computed by

e I

f

c
u= r[O)ldP / N(O).

o
I

(2)

I

e production rate 1s proportional to pressure !quared so that r(0) - a[P(0)]2. Having speci -

●d ●n initial production race ro, we can solve for the

us, specifying the initial production rate es:~ntially

I
,roughout the life of the reservoir.

I

This reservoir mcdcl can he excrciscd and the state

nmcrlcally solving the cquotlons in (1). Evnluatir,g
1

elds a measure of production pcrfonnnnce. Tha details

,xt section. I

I

t

proportionality constant as a . ro/P 2.
0

docerminc? the production rate function

variables examined as a function of tlma

the ultlmatc recovery fraction in (2)

of these two strp~ are dcscribcd in the

It CO! fPUTr R l\ll’[.r,Vl”YTATI O!J I—————

‘fhrs GASP IV simulation Innguzge (Rcfcrcncc ~) is used to WJlvc numerically the initial value

oblcm with the gas-water reservoir differential equations. 11,-n cc, only the “continuous-t Ime”

—— —— ‘ ——

.. .- —- . . ..-
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~PAbmfof-P Iv is mplo,ed. ‘Five user-written subroutines are required: INTLC , STATE.

b ,EVNTS ●nd SSA~E. The function of these subroutines is now described.

I Subroutine INTLC, ●s its name Implies, is used to initialize the reservoir state variables

t
d constants at time O. Thi: subroutine is cal le+ by C4SP IV prior to each simulation run.

I The purpose of subroutine STATE is to compute the derivatives of the state variables. This

1“nvolves the coding of the first two equations in Oisplay (l). Subroutine STATE is called ●t
--------- ------- ---- —--- ----------------------

?~y potential tima step advance by the Runge-Kucta-Engl amd differential ●quation solver that

1s ~loyad by WP lV. Time is advanced in variable time steps, depending on mn ●ccuracy check,
---- -------- -------- ------------- -------- ---

I
tila “state event ,, or cutoff condition OCCUTS.

Subroutine SCONO is called by G4SP IV to check on the cctainmcnt of these state ●vents.
1

Ically, ● value for mch state variable is provided, actainnent of which dictates production

umination. For che volume state variable, for ●xample, thas value is one-tenth of the initial

lUM . SubmutinrSCU.NU’ ●lerts” C4SP Iv If-r Variable’s-value-decllnes below- Its-ipp-roprlat F’-

utoff value. The ?esponse by CA5P IV is to “schedule” a state event by calling subroutine
I

, whlc’1 returns control to the user program. The state variable values and the typeof

~off sre recorded in subroutine EV?T13. h%ile ‘x. cnation is in subroutine EvWS, we set the Wp 1

1
riable TWIN (finish *.ime of the simlation) equal to the GASP variable TNOli (present time in !

ha slmlation). This condition indicates to GASP that the simulation run 1s finishd. and the
r

iwlated production process ceoses. I

To record pertinent rcservoi t :.nformatlon f~r later review. subroutine SSAVE 1s usd. In

his ●pplication, GASP IV is instmct?o to call SSAVE at qually spaced time intervcls and at the’

Occurrence of a state event. The vmriables corresponding to the current time, resemoir volume,

-uservoir pressure, cumulative production, and I.te of production are mitten on a file for
I

●ter use. Ills infoxmtlon provides the data that i> the basis for the movie, which is

leicribed in the next section. The GASP IV simulation lan~lage in conjunction with the five

I

Jser-uritten subroutines provides a convenier: tooi for shulating the gas-water reservoir and

~ufiaratlng the in fo=tion for subsequent annlysis.
1

DESCRIPTION OF THE KIVIE
I

I

In this section, we detr.11 the development of the twvie, including the ❑otivation for

rslectlon of the medium, the description of the kovie production, and the resulting analysis.

An initiai interest In tho gas-water rescrwir model Is zhe behavior of the ultimate re-
1

:Overy fraCtiOn as a function of the initiai production rata. Figuro i is a plot of the ultimate

recovery fraction versus the initial production rate for a given re~c~voir spccificacion. Figure
I

is obtained by using the code in the previous scccion to simulate the reservoir for a spcccmm

?f initial production rates. The ultimate recovery function is continuous with a ❑aximum of
!

D.933 at ro” - 0.072 (point B). Rates iess th~n ro- corrcspnnd to volumo cut~ffs; rates greater

thnn roe corrcspmd to ratu cutoffs. For the ra~e rG”. pmducti~n cease~ due co B sinrultanecus

molumc and rnte cutoff.

—. -

------ ------
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_A_QOLDRMOVIE SINI5LATION I
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Ultimate Recovery Fraction Depends on Initial Production Rate

1

Three pints on the U vs. r. curve ● re selected for additional ●nalysis. Point A tms m
I

men initial production rate (0.01; and ~ corrcspending ulti~ce recovery fncti On WUS1 tO

.8s9. Point B yields the maximum ultimate recovery fraction. Point C corresponds to a large

r+tial production rate (0.10) with an ultimate recovery fraction equal to 0.821. T%e mvie
I

11OWS us to ●xsmine the simultaneous behavior of the reserwoir state vsriables under these

hree operating conditions. I
I

~rlng each of the three simulation mm%, a file is created by subroutine SSAVE to rerord

ime, ras$rvoir pressure mnd volume, pMd.ction ~rate and cumulative production at equally spaced

Ime intervals. Now let us dcscribc how this in form?. ion is transfened pictorial ly to the

rames cf the movie. A typical frame of the movie is presented in Figure 2. (This frame appear!

n the movie during the prcsuntation of simulation 1 with r. ■ 0.01. ) Three basic components

ppear in the typical frame. In the upper left-hand quarter of the frme appears a cube repre-

.mtlng the physic 1 rcservolr. The cube has two layers. The top layer corresponds to the
,

olume of the gns that remains in the rcscnoir and that cruld be produced. The bottom Inyer

cprescnts the water that hos Invaded the reservoir fro.. the aquifer ●nd includes Che gas chat

as been entrapped. The arrows on the COP of the box Elv? n rough Indication of the rate of

reduction compared to the initial rate of pro+lcrton. Initially, nine nrrows nre on the

—

------ .. --—-
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Figute 2.

TYIIlcal Frame ~m the Movie

1

eservoi. lld corresponding to a rate of production exceeding 90\ x ro. In Figu,-e 2, five arroh

jsppear indicating that the rate of prmduccion is at least 503 x r ~ but no more than 60! x ro.
I

For visual clarity in the movie, the top layer is shaded red, ●nd the bcttom layer is shaded

blbe. This shading is net done in Figr{re 2. [

A pressure gauge i~ depicted in the upper ~ight-hand quarter of the frame. The reservoir

pressure can not be read precisely, but the gauge gives one sc least an indication of the reser-

voir pressure. The initial pressure n each simulation run is 5000 psia, and ● s the pre~sure

declines, the gauge’s arrow rotl~tes counterclockwise. The tick marks on the gauge indicate

pressures corresponding to t\e tcn per cent rac~ reductions of the initial production rare. In

Figure 2, the arrow has just passed the tick mark corresponding to a rate approximately equal to

60S of the initial rate. Using the relation r = a ?2 with r ~ 59% x 0.01 and a = 0.01/ (S000)2

/lelds P ~ 3800 psia.
,
I

In the bottom I,alf of the frame nppears a plot of the prmductlon rate and cwmlative re-

covery fraction versus time. The vertical axis labeled “PROW corresponds LO the increasing

curve--cu.mulative recovesy fraction; the otbcr ?ertlcal axis that is labeled “RATE” corrcspond-
1

to the decreasing curve--rate of production. These correspond encc~ are color coded in the movie

but not in Figure 2. The vortlcal scales arc O to 1 for the cumulative recovery frnctlon and O
,
1

----- --. __-—
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0 0.01 for the production rate, since Figure 2 Is taken from simulation 1, Tlmc is the

variable ‘aloIIE the horizontal axis. Approximately 132 years are required co deplete the reser-

voir in simulation 1, hence the scale in Figure 2. For simulation 2 thu depletion time is about

50 years; for simulation 3, the dcplecion time is about 32 years. In each frame, one can decer- 1

mine the “current” t.me by examining hw far to the right the curves have been plotted. The

frame in Figure 2 corresponds to time cql, al to 100 years. I
---- ------------------- -------- ----- ---- ---- -

“Ile components of the individual frames as described above can be crea Led by the ccmputer

using the glaphics software package DISSPLA (see Reference 4) . 01 SSPL4 consists of FORTRAY
---- - _ ------- —---- ---------- ------------- ___

vmctor drawing subroutines.
i

The capabilities available in DISSPIA allow us to “draw” l{nes (as !

1. I
in the reservoir cube and the giid), curwes (as In the production rate functions and the pressure

I
gmuge circle), arrows and letters. A user-written program augmented with the 01SSPL4 subroutines

create: s film file containing this graphics ini?ortrution. Initially, the output is produced on
I

m-athode-tay Iube==emn to-assisr * interact ive. dehgging: - After-debugging, the Film file is

seast to the film re:ordcr for processing the output on ;5 mm color film.
I

With the 16 ma ❑ovie developed, the film can be shown and an analysis per fomed. As be fore,,

let cases A, B, and C denote the three s “mulations with low, medium, and high initial production

rates, respectively, Several points ● re strikirig upon an initial screening.

Thm attainment of the cutoff conditions is quite clear, In case A. the bottom layer of the

reservoir cube advunces steadily to a volume cutoff. In case C, this encroachment of water is

less appnrent. A very obvicus difference dmong the three simulations is the rate a- which the
i

I
pressure gauge arrow rotates. IThe higher the initial production, the faster this arrow rotates.

,

In both cases B mnd C, the ● rrow eventually advances to the final tick mark indicating a rate ~

I
cutoff. In all three cases, the arrow’s rotati& slows don considerably during the simulation.

!

! 1
l~e Value of Lhe ctmmlative recovery fraction at cutoff time is the ultimate recovery. Case B I

co”~esponds to the maxinrum ultimate recovery. From viewing the three simulations, it is clear
1

that simultaneou~ attainment of both volume and rate cutoffs induces the maximum.

Perhaps the mast significant insight from viewing the umvie is that the five variables. -

volume, pressure, time, production rate and cumulative recovery fraction--can be viewed

simultaneously. NO verbal description of the ❑ovie can do justice to this phenomenon. However,
I

our experience in showing the film to visitors. for example, is that relationships between

vmrlables and the diffcrenc simulations cm be grasped without prodding. Rates of change can be

viewed without a conccrtcd effort The movie conveys the significant information ●fficiently.

,

.SIRM4RY
I

I
The methodology for crcatinE a color ❑ovie, which presents the results of simulating hydro-

L
carbon production from a gas-water reservoir, has been reviewed.

I
This methodology is certainly

not restricted CO this application. The movie provides the audlencc a pleasant medium from

which to extract information. Since the more significant changes in reservoir behavior appear

vividly in the movie, the audience can grasp these changes without intcrfcrcnce from a moderator. !

-—_____ ____
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